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MDL® Assay

Explorer® is a
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extensible 

life science experi-

ment

management tool

that allows biolo-

gists to capture

methodology and

to analyze, report
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results within one

flexible system.

Data on demand. Power for decisions.

Find the 

chemicals you

need in 

MDL ACD. 

Browse results,

compare prices

and access

supplier and

ordering 

information in the

MDL® Isentris®

client or 

the online

DiscoveryGate®

content platform.

Industry-standard reference

Used by more scientists than any
other supplier database worldwide,
MDL ACD has been the standard
chemicals directory in the biophar-
maceutical and chemicals industries
for over 20 years. 

With MDL ACD, scientists can:

• Identify and locate commercial
sources

• Make side-by-side comparisons
of purity, quantity and price

• Save valuable time by accessing
information from a single source

• Readily compile lists of chemicals
of interest

• Save, refine and export results
lists for use with other MDL
applications

• See commercial availability in
context of reactions

Comprehensive and 
up-to-date

Updated quarterly, MDL ACD
contains over 571,000 structures
representing nearly 1.7 million
products and 3.4 million packages
available for purchase, in bulk and
research quantities. New suppliers
are continually added and we work
closely with supplier partners to
maintain the most current database

possible, ensuring streamlined
ordering and accurate catalog 
information.

Available on
DiscoveryGate®

MDL ACD is available online via 
the powerful DiscoveryGate®

content platform from Elsevier MDL,
which integrates, indexes and 
links primary literature, databases
and authoritative reference 
works. See DiscoveryGate at 
www.discoverygate.com.

Figure 1: From MDL ACD, you can cherry-pick
packages from chemical suppliers.

Figure 2: Creating a compound acquisition report in a shareable
and editable format is easy with MDL Isentris. 

The MDL® Available Chemicals Directory (MDL ACD) database is the largest structure-

searchable collection of commercially available chemicals in the world, with pricing and

supplier information for over 571,000 unique chemicals from over 719 suppliers worldwide.
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About Elsevier MDL
Elsevier MDL provides informatics, database and workflow solutions that accelerate successful R&D
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Additional formats

The database can be delivered in various
formats to suit specific needs:

• MDL® Chemical Products Information
File, a relational format built on Oracle®

technology

• SDfile, containing only the 3D models
(no catalog data)

• RDfile, for use with customer and third-
party applications

• Relational Chemical Gateway (RCG)
format for MDL® ISIS applications

• MDL® ACD Direct, relational Oracle®

data cartridge environment

Safety Data Sheets (SDS)

MDL ACD links to the OHS Pure Substance
Database (available either in-house or 
hosted online), which is updated quarterly
and contains over 20,000 SD’s, providing
comprehensive safety, hazard and regulatory
information.

Integrating logistics with 
experiment management

MDL ACD forms the foundation for the
MDL® Logistics, MDL® Reagent Selector 
and MDL® CIMS applications.

Figure 2: Scientists can access reagents in MDL ACD using both the MDL® Logistics and MDL® Notebook applications.


